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SUMMARY

Normal brain function requires the dynamic interac-
tion of functionally specialized but widely distributed
cortical regions. Long-range synchronization of
oscillatory signals has been suggested to mediate
these interactions within large-scale cortical net-
works, but direct evidence is sparse. Here we show
that oscillatory synchronization is organized in such
large-scale networks. We implemented an analysis
approach that allows for imaging synchronized
cortical networks and applied this technique to
EEG recordings in humans. We identified two
networks: beta-band synchronization (�20 Hz) in
a fronto-parieto-occipital network and gamma-
band synchronization (�80 Hz) in a centro-temporal
network. Strong perceptual correlates support their
functional relevance: the strength of synchronization
within these networks predicted the subjects’
percept of an ambiguous audiovisual stimulus as
well as the integration of auditory and visual informa-
tion. Our results provide evidence that oscillatory
neuronal synchronization mediates neuronal
communication within frequency-specific, large-
scale cortical networks.

INTRODUCTION

The brain is organized in a large number of functionally special-

ized but widely distributed cortical regions. Goal-directed

behavior requires the flexible interaction of task-dependent

subsets of these regions, but the neural mechanisms regulating

these interactions remain poorly understood. Long-range oscil-

latory synchronization has been suggested to dynamically

establish such task-dependent networks of cortical regions

(Engel et al., 2001; Fries, 2005; Salinas and Sejnowski, 2001;

Varela et al., 2001). Consequently, disturbances of such

synchronized networks have been implicated in several brain

disorders, such as schizophrenia, autism, and Parkinson’s

disease (Uhlhaas and Singer, 2006). However, in contrast to

locally synchronized oscillatory activity, little is known about

the global organization of long-range cortical synchronization.
On the one hand, invasive recordings reveal task-specific

synchronization between pairs of focal cortical sites (Buschman

and Miller, 2007; Gregoriou et al., 2009; Maier et al., 2008;

Pesaran et al., 2008; Roelfsema et al., 1997; Saalmann et al.,

2007; von Stein et al., 2000), but require the preselection of

recording sites and provide little information about the spatial

extent and structure of synchronization patterns across the

entire brain. On the other hand, electroencephalography (EEG)

and magnetoencephalography (MEG) measure synchronized

signals across widely distant extracranial sensors (Gross et al.,

2004; Hummel and Gerloff, 2005; Rodriguez et al., 1999; Rose

and Buchel, 2005), but it remains difficult to attribute these to

neural synchronization at the cortical level. Hence, it has yet

been difficult to demonstrate synchronization in functionally

and anatomically specific large-scale cortical networks. The

goal of this study was to test whether cortical synchronization

is organized in such large-scale networks in the human brain.

Furthermore, we aimed to characterize the spatial scale, struc-

ture, and spectral properties of such networks and sought to

provide behavioral evidence for their functional relevance.

We developed a new analysis approach based on cluster

permutation statistics that allows for effectively imaging

synchronized networks across the entire human brain. We

applied this approach to EEG recordings in human subjects

reporting their alternating percept of an ambiguous audiovisual

stimulus. The ambiguous stimulus had two major advantages:

First, perceptual disambiguation activates widely distributed

cortical regions, including frontal, parietal, and sensory areas

(Leopold and Logothetis, 1999; Lumer et al., 1998; Sterzer

et al., 2009), making it a prime candidate to identify large-scale

synchronized cortical networks. Second, the alternating

percepts in face of constant stimulation provided a critical test

for the functional relevance of such synchronized networks:

We investigated whether intrinsic fluctuations of synchrony

predicted the subjects’ percept.
RESULTS

Behavior and Local Cortical Population Activity
On each trial, subjects (n = 24) were presented with an identical

ambiguous audiovisual stimulus: two bars approached, briefly

overlapped while a click sound was played, and moved apart

from each other (Figure 1). As previously reported (Bushara

et al., 2003; Sekuler et al., 1997), perception of this stimulus
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Figure 1. Behavioral Task

On each trial, subjects fixated a central cross while two moving bars

approached each other, overlapped, and diverged again (total duration,

1.52 s). At the moment of overlap (t = 0 s), a click-sound was played (duration,

0.02 s). The stimulus was either perceived as two bars passing each other

(pass) or bouncing off each other (bounce). Subjects reported their percept

via button-press (left/right thumb) after fixation cross offset (0.76 s after stim-

ulus offset; counterbalanced percept-response mapping across subjects).
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Figure 2. Local Neural Population Activity

(A) Power response during stimulation (�0.25 to 0.25 s) relative to the presti-

mulus baseline in the theta (4–8 Hz), alpha (8–16 Hz), beta (16–32 Hz), low

gamma (32–64 Hz), and high gamma (64–128 Hz) bands. Responses are visu-

alized on the standard MNI-brain viewed from the top back (see Experimental

Procedures and Figure S1).

(B) Power response relative to prestimulus baseline resolved in time and

frequency for an occipito-parietal region of interest. The region of interest is

visualized on the right; CS: central sulcus.
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spontaneously alternated between two distinct alternatives. For

one set of trials (‘‘bounce’’ trials; 52.2%), the two bars were

perceived as bouncing off each other. For the other set of trials

(‘‘pass’’ trials; 47.8%), the two bars were perceived as passing

one another. After each stimulus presentation and a brief delay,

subjects reported their percept by button press.

Stimulus presentation modulated local cortical population

activity in a frequency-specific fashion (Figure 2). We employed

distributed source-analysis (‘‘beamforming’’) to estimate local

neural population activity throughout the cortex as a function

of time and frequency (see Experimental Procedures). We then

quantified the change in neural activity during stimulation relative

to the prestimulus baseline. In accordance with human MEG

(Donner et al., 2007; Gruber et al., 1999; Hall et al., 2005; Jensen

et al., 2007; Siegel et al., 2007, 2008; Tallon-Baudry et al., 1996;

Wyart and Tallon-Baudry, 2008) and invasive animal experi-

ments (Gray and Singer, 1989; Gregoriou et al., 2009; Henrie

and Shapley, 2005; Siegel and König, 2003), across most of

visual cortex, stimulation induced a tonic increase of neural

activity in the high gamma band (64–128 Hz), while activity in

the theta (5–8 Hz), alpha (8–16 Hz), and beta (16–32 Hz) bands

was reduced. Recovering this well-known spectral signature of

visual stimulation demonstrates that EEG in combination with

source-analysis allows for reconstructing cortical population

signals across the entire investigated frequency range. In addi-

tion to the response in visual cortex, we found a tonic increase

in the alpha band (8–16 Hz) in bilateral frontal regions consistent

with the frontal eye fields (FEF).

Identifying Networks of Cortico-Cortical
Synchronization
We proceeded by analyzing whether local population activity

was synchronized between distant cortical regions. Our analysis

approach rested on two fundaments.

First, we addressed important methodological problems

limiting the interpretation of measures of neural interaction

derived from EEG or MEG. A key problem is to resolve whether

synchrony measured between distant locations reflects truly

synchronized neural activities or merely a single neural source

picked up at different locations. To account for this problem,
388 Neuron 69, 387–396, January 27, 2011 ª2011 Elsevier Inc.
we analyzed synchronization at the source level, which critically

improves spatial specificity by transforming the unspecific

sensor signals into localized source estimates (Kujala et al.,

2008; Schoffelen and Gross, 2009; Siegel et al., 2008). Further-

more, we investigated functional modulations rather than abso-

lute levels of synchronization. This subtracted out the spatial

pattern of synchronization induced by the limited spatial resolu-

tion that is common to any two conditions compared. Another

crucial but often ignored problem is that interaction measures

of neural population signals depend on the relative weighting

of different signal components (Nunez and Srinivasan, 2006).

Specifically, they depend on the weighting of the neural signal

of interest relative to noise and neural signals that are not of

interest. Thus, even if the true interaction between the signal

components remains constant, changes in the components’

amplitudesmay alter their relative weighting and cause a change

in the measured interaction between the population signals. We

addressed this problem by comparing changes in synchrony to

concurrent changes in signal amplitude (see Supplemental

Experimental Procedures available online).

Second, we devised a new analysis approach that allows for

identifying networks of synchronized cortical regions (Figure S2

available online). In brief, we employed permutation statistics to

identify cortical networks as continuous clusters in a high-

dimensional interaction space (see Experimental Procedures).

This allowed for directly identifying networks across a full pair-

wise cortico-cortical space. We applied this approach to

source-level coherence estimated from EEG (Gross et al.,

2001), which quantifies the frequency-specific phase consis-

tency between regions. This allowed us to effectively image
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Figure3. Perception-RelatedBeta-Synchrony

Network

(A) Spatial localization of cortical regions engaged

in the network. For each cortical location, the color

shows for how long, across which frequency-

range, and to howmany other locations coherence

was increased for bounce and pass trials relative

to baseline (CS: central sulcus).

(B) Bottom left: Spectro-temporal coherence

profile of the network that displays between how

many locations coherence was increased at

a given time and frequency. Top and right: Corre-

sponding temporal and spectral coherence

profiles. The spectral profile ranged from 15–

23 Hz (full width at half maximum, FWHM).

(C) Coherence structure between the seven clus-

ters forming the beta-network (stimulation versus

baseline). Line-width represents relative coher-

ence strength. 1, frontal cortex; 2, posterior pari-

etal cortex; 3, lateral occipitotemporal cortex; 4,

medial occipital cortex.

(D) Coherence response relative to prestimulus

baseline for bounce and pass percepts within the

beta-network (mean ± SEM).

(E) Structure of difference in coherence between bounce and pass percepts. Line-width represents relative coherence strength.

(F) Power response relative to prestimulus baseline for bounce and pass percepts within the beta-network (mean ± SEM).
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synchronized cortical networks across space, time, and

frequency. Importantly, no a priori assumptions had to be

made about the time and frequency of synchronization or about

the number, size, location, and spatial structure of the synchro-

nized networks.

Beta-Synchrony Network
We first applied this network-identification approach to contrast

cortico-cortical coherence between the stimulation and baseline

intervals. This revealed a widespread but highly structured

cortical network (Figures 3A and 3B, permutation-test,

p = 0.0245) that showed enhanced beta-band coherence

(15–23 Hz) during stimulation. The network consisted of a largely

symmetric pattern of cortical regions spanning extrastriate visual

areas implicated in the processing of visual motion as well as

higher order association areas. Bilaterally, it included frontal

regions consistent with the FEF, posterior parietal cortices along

the intraparietal sulcus (IPS), lateral occipitotemporal cortices

consistent with the middle temporal area (MT+), and medially

extrastriate visual cortex near the transversal occipital sulcus

(see Table S1 available online). Beta-band coherence in this

network was enhanced for about 1 s around the time of bar over-

lap (Figure 3B). We further quantified the detailed pattern of

synchronization between the different nodes within the network

(Figure 3C). This revealed a hublike structure in which the right

posterior parietal cortex synchronized most prominently with

other nodes of the network. Thus, in contrast to the widespread

stimulus-related decrease in local beta-band activity (compare

Figure 2B), long-range beta-synchrony was enhanced in a highly

structured network during stimulus presentation.

If beta-band synchronization within this network was function-

ally relevant for processing of the sensory stimulus, intrinsic fluc-

tuations of synchrony may predict the subjects’ alternating

perception of the constant physical stimulus. Indeed, we found
that beta-synchrony was not only enhanced during stimulus pro-

cessing but also predicted the subjects’ percept of the stimulus.

We compared coherencewithin the identified network for trials in

which the subjects perceived the stimulus as ‘‘bouncing’’ or

‘‘passing.’’ This yielded a highly significant difference (Figure 3D,

permutation-test, p < 0.0001) with enhanced beta-coherence for

bounce trials. Receiver operating characteristic (ROC) analysis

revealed that, even on a single-trial level, the strength of beta-

coherence significantly predicted the subjects’ percept (permu-

tation-test, p < 0.0001). In other words, when large-scale beta-

band synchronization was enhanced between frontal, parietal,

and extrastriate areas, subjects were more likely to perceive

the same sensory stimulus as bouncing rather than passing.

Although this percept-predictive difference in synchronization

overall had a network structure similar to the stimulus-related

increase in synchrony, we found the strongest perception-

related effects for synchronization with frontal regions

(Figure 3E).

In principle, differences in neural activity between bounce and

pass trials may either reflect neural processes directly causing

the subjects’ percepts or, alternatively, may reflect only

secondary processes ensuing from the alternating percept.

The time course of neural activity relative to the perceptual ambi-

guity provides critical evidence to resolve this question. We thus

exploited the temporal resolution of EEG and tested whether the

difference in coherence temporally preceded the time when the

stimulus became ambiguous (t = 0 s). Indeed, we found that

already before the time of bar overlap (time < �0.125 s;

accounting for the size of the analysis window) coherence signif-

icantly predicted the subjects’ percepts (ROC analysis, permuta-

tion-test, p = 0.0002). This provides strong evidence that, rather

than merely being a consequence of the different percepts, fluc-

tuations of large-scale beta-synchrony in fact determined the

perceptual interpretation of the stimulus.
Neuron 69, 387–396, January 27, 2011 ª2011 Elsevier Inc. 389
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Figure 4. Perception-Related Gamma-

Synchrony Network

(A) Spatial localization of cortical regions engaged

in the network. For each cortical location, the color

shows for how long, across which frequency-

range, and to how many other locations coher-

ence was increased for bounce relative to pass

trials (CS: central sulcus).

(B) Bottom left: Spectro-temporal coherence pro-

file of the network that displays between how

many locationscoherencewas increasedat agiven

time and frequency. Top and right: Corresponding

temporal and spectral coherence profiles. The

spectral profile ranged from 74 to 97 Hz (FWHM).

(C) Coherence response relative to prestimulus baseline for bounce and pass percepts within the gamma-network (mean ± SEM).

(D) Power response relative to prestimulus baseline for bounce and pass percepts within the gamma-network (mean ± SEM).
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Modulations of neural synchronization in the beta-network

could not simply be explained by changes in signal power. We

first compared power within the identified beta-synchrony

network between bounce and pass trials (Figure 3F). There

was no significant difference (permutation-test, p = 0.34) sug-

gesting that the difference in coherence between bounce and

pass percepts reflected a true change in oscillatory synchroniza-

tion rather than a change in the weighting of the beta-activity of

interest relative to other signal components. Second, the stim-

ulus-related increase in beta coherence was accompanied by

a significant decrease in signal power (Figures 3D and 3F),

raising the question of whether the coherence increase merely

reflected this change in signal power. The different topographies

and time courses of the coherence and power modulations

argue against this explanation. Although coherence was modu-

lated in a distinct network with several local nodes (Figure 3),

power changes in the beta band were spatially more widespread

and also of longer duration (Figure 2). Furthermore, if the stim-

ulus-related decrease in power accounted for the increase in

coherence, this negative correlation should also hold on the

single-trial level (under the assumption that the single-trial fluctu-

ation in beta-power was driven by the same signal or noise

component as the difference between stimulus and baseline

intervals). To the contrary, beta power and coherence were

positively correlated on the single-trial level (correlation of

single-trial coherence pseudovalues and single-trial power;

Pearson’s correlation coefficients, r = 0.065; permutation-test,

p = 0.0014). These two lines of evidence also suggest that the

stimulus-related increase in beta-coherence was not driven by

a change in signal power. In contrast, we identified another

network with increased coherence during stimulation that may

have well been confounded by changes in signal power (Fig-

ure S3). The spectro-temporal profile and spatial localization of

the coherence-modulation in this network closely resembled

the stimulus-driven increase in gamma power. Taken together,

these results demonstrate large-scale beta-synchronization in

a distinctive network of frontal, parietal, and extrastriate visual

areas during stimulus processing that predicted the subjects’

percept on the single-trial level.

Gamma-Synchrony Network
We identified the above network on the basis of changes in

synchrony relative to baseline. However, synchronization could
390 Neuron 69, 387–396, January 27, 2011 ª2011 Elsevier Inc.
also differ between bounce and pass trials while altogether not

changing relative to baseline (independent contrasts). We thus

directly contrasted trials with bounce and pass percepts using

our network-identification approach. This revealed a left hemi-

spheric network consisting of central and temporal regions that

showed significantly stronger high gamma-band coherence

(74–97 Hz) for bounce than for pass trials (Figures 4A and 4B;

permutation-test, p = 0.0071). This perception related gamma-

band synchronization started before and peaked around the

time of bar overlap (Figure 4B). The difference in coherence

was caused by an increase during bounce trials (Figure 4C,

permutation-test, p < 0.0001) and a decrease during pass trials

(Figure 4C, permutation-test, p < 0.0001) relative to the average

prestimulus baseline. We confirmed the left lateralization of the

network: Coherence did not differ between bounce and pass

trials at the corresponding locations in the right hemisphere

(permutation-test, p = 0.67). Contrasting trials with a left and right

hand responses, we ruled out that the network reflects prepara-

tion of the specific motor response (permutation-test, p = 0.76).

As for the beta-network, we found that changes in coherence

were not accompanied by potentially confounding changes in

signal power. Therewas no difference in gamma-power between

bounce and pass trials (Figure 4D, permutation-test, p = 0.50).

In addition to the subjects’ percept, gamma-band synchroni-

zation in the above network was directly linked to the cross-

modal integration of auditory and visual information. For the

present stimulus, this cross-modal integration is reflected by

the fact that the auditory stimulus biases the visual percept

toward the bounce interpretation. In fact, on bounce trials, the

click-sound is perceived as being caused by the collision of the

two bars. In accordance with previous reports (Bushara et al.,

2003; Sekuler et al., 1997), we psychophysically confirmed this

auditory bias on perception. The rate of bounce percepts was

significantly higher for the audiovisual stimulus compared to a un-

imodal visual control stimulus (Figure 5A, bounce audiovisual,

52.2%; bounce visual control, 32.5%; permutation-test, p <

0.0001). For each subject, we quantified this cross-modal bias

as the difference in probability of observing the bounce percept

between theaudiovisual stimulusand theunimodal visual control.

The interindividual difference in this cross-modal bias was re-

flected in the strength of synchronization within the gamma-

network. Across subjects, we found a highly significant negative

correlation between the cross-modal bias and the difference
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Figure 5. Synchronization in the Gamma-Network Reflects Cross-

Modal Bias

(A) Behavioral data. When the audiovisual stimulus was presented, subjects

more often perceived the bars as bouncing compared to the visual-only

control stimulus (mean ± SEM).

(B) Correlation between the subjects’ percept-specific coherence in the

gamma network (bounce-pass coherence) and the individual cross-modal

bias.

(C) Correlation of coherence on bounce and pass trials relative to the average

prestimulus baseline with the subjects’ cross-modal bias.
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between gamma-band coherence for bounce and pass trials

(Figure 5B; Pearson correlation coefficient, r = �0.66,

p = 0.0004). This correlation was specifically attributable to

coherence on bounce trials (Figure 5C; bounce, r = �0.54 and

p = 0.0054; pass, r = 0.15 and p = 0.48). Interestingly, the differ-

ence in synchronization was strongest for subjects without

cross-modal bias and vanished for subjects with a strong bias.

In other words, enhanced synchronization predicted the cross-

modally integrated bounce percept specifically for those

subjects who showed a weaker cross-modal bias, as if more

synchronization would be required to support the bounce

percept for these subjects. Despite not revealing the detailed

underlying mechanism, this correlation established a direct link

between long-range oscillatory synchronization and cross-

modal processing on the population level.

Again, the effect did not simply reflect changes in signal

power, which did not show a significant correlation with the

cross-modal bias (bounce versus pass, r = 0.094 and p = 0.66;

bounce, r =�0.16 and p = 0.45). The correlation between coher-

ence and cross-modal bias was specific to the gamma-band

network. The beta-network did not show a corresponding effect

(r = 0.22; p = 0.31). Furthermore, the correlation of neural

synchrony with the cross-modal bias could not be explained

by a correlation of synchrony with the general probability to

perceive the stimulus as bouncing. There was no significant

correlation between the perceptual difference in coherence

and the absolute bounce rate (r = �0.16; p = 0.45). Importantly,

temporal precedence again suggested that, rather than being

a consequence, large-scale synchrony indeed determined the

cross-modal integration of sensory information: The difference

in coherence in the gamma-network directly before the presen-

tation of the sound (time < �0.125; accounting for the size of the

analysis window) significantly predicted the subjects’ cross-

modal bias of the percept by the upcoming auditory stimulus

(r = �0.53; p = 0.0073).

Control Analyses
The perception-related coherence within the above reported

networks was robust across several control analyses. First, the
EEG can be contaminated by microsaccade artifacts (Yuval-

Greenberg et al., 2008). Thus, we repeated all central analyses

after EOG-based detection and removal of EEG data contami-

nated by microsaccade artifacts (Keren et al., 2010). All these

control analyses confirmed the reported results. For the beta-

network, the increase in coherence during stimulation and the

difference between bounce and pass trials were not affected

by microsaccade artifacts (permutation-test, both p < 0.0001).

Similarly, for the gamma-network, the difference in coherence

between bounce and pass trials (permutation-test, p < 0.0001)

and the correlation with the cross-modal bias (correlation coeffi-

cient, r = �0.53; p = 0.007) were unaffected.

Second, coherence estimates can be affected by changes in

amplitude correlation. Thus, we repeated all central analyses

based on the ‘‘phase-locking value,’’ which quantifies phase-

consistency independent of amplitude correlations (Lachaux

et al., 1999). Again, this confirmed all reported results. For the

beta network, the phase-locking value increased during stimula-

tion and was greater for bounce as compared to pass trials

(permutation-test, both p < 0.0001). For the gamma network,

the phase-locking value was larger for bounce than for pass trials

(permutation-test, p < 0.0001) and this difference was signifi-

cantly correlated with the cross-modal bias across subjects

(correlation coefficient, r = �0.66; p < 0.0005).

Perceptual Correlates in Local Population Activity
Compared to the prominent perception related effects of

long-range oscillatory synchronization, we found only weak

effects for local population activity. We modified our network-

identification approach to image perception–related changes in

local signal power (see Experimental Procedures). This did not

reveal any significant differences between bounce and pass

trials. Only using a ‘‘less conservative’’ statistic (fixed-effects

analysis), we found a late power difference in the low gamma-

band that emerged 300 ms after bar overlap (peak at 600 ms)

and was localized in left frontal cortex, compatible with the

FEF (27–52 Hz; permutation-test, p = 0.02) (Figure S4). Thus, in

contrast to long-range synchronization, which predicted percep-

tion before the stimulus became ambiguous, changes in power

rather seemed to reflect a consequence of the establishment

of the different percepts.

DISCUSSION

In summary, our results demonstrate highly structured large-

scale cortical networks of oscillatory synchronization: up to

seven anatomically confined cortical areas synchronized their

activities across several centimeters and multiple processing

stages along the sensorimotor pathways. Synchronization within

these networks was temporally well localized to the cognitive

event of interest and was linked to specific frequency ranges

that differed across multiple octaves between networks (beta

and gamma).

Although much progress has been made studying neural

population activity in individual cortical areas, it remains difficult

to characterize large-scale neural interactions across the entire

brain. This is largely due to methodological problems. On the

one hand, it is difficult to simultaneously record from multiple
Neuron 69, 387–396, January 27, 2011 ª2011 Elsevier Inc. 391
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brain regions in invasive experiments. On the other hand,

although EEG and MEG sample neural activity from a large

part of the brain, estimating cortical interaction on the basis of

these extracranial signals remains difficult. A further important

obstacle is the lack of tools to efficiently analyze cortico-cortical

interactions in a high-dimensional space with the ensuing

substantial multiple-comparison problem. Our cluster-permuta-

tion–based approach may provide a valuable new tool to

address these problems and to identify large-scale networks of

interacting sources. In particular, it goes beyond imaging neural

activity across a singular cortical space and provides a frame-

work to characterize interactions in a full pairwise cortico-

cortical space. In principle, the approach is not limited to the

study of synchrony, as demonstrated here, but may be applied

to any bivariate parameter defined across the brain. Further-

more, the approach can be applied to a broad spectrum of

experimental designs, including simple condition differences

as well as complex parametric models. Moreover, no a priori

assumptions need to be made about the structure of cortical

networks. The method is robust to oversampling of the pairwise

interaction space. This allows for directly imaging the extent of

networks in space, time, and frequency. This approach well

complements recent applications of graph-theoretical measures

that provide powerful tools to quantify the global structural

properties of large-scale connectivity (Bressler and Menon,

2010; Hagmann et al., 2008; Palva et al., 2010).

Our results provide strong evidence for the functional rele-

vance of synchronization within the identified large-scale cortical

networks. For identical sensory stimulation, the subjects’

percept was predicted by intrinsic fluctuations of long-range

synchronization directly preceding the sensory ambiguity. The

first network, synchronizing in the beta-band (Figure 3),

consisted of frontal (FEF) and parietal (posterior IPS) regions

that have been implicated in multistable perception (Leopold

and Logothetis, 1999; Lumer et al., 1998; Sterzer et al., 2009)

and the control of selective attention (Barcelo et al., 2000;

Corbetta and Shulman, 2002; Kastner and Ungerleider, 2000;

Moore et al., 2003; Posner and Dehaene, 1994; Serences and

Yantis, 2006). Furthermore, the network included early sensory

processing stages selective for the ambiguous feature at hand

(here: visual motion, MT+) (Tootell et al., 1995). Thus, fluctuations

of beta-synchrony between these stagesmay reflect fluctuations

of visual attention that modulate the perceptual organization of

the stimulus, with strong interactions favoring the bounce

percept. Our results extend previous findings that have impli-

cated beta-band activity across frontal and parietal regions in

visual attention, decision making, and sensorimotor integration

(Buschman and Miller, 2007; Donner et al., 2007; Gross et al.,

2004; Kopell et al., 2000; Pesaran et al., 2008; Roelfsema

et al., 1997). We propose that beta-band synchronization may

serve as a general mechanism mediating large-scale interac-

tions across a network of frontal, parietal, and extrastriate visual

areas.

The second network synchronizing in the gamma-band

(Figures 4 and 5) included central areas consistent with sensori-

motor and premotor regions, as well as temporal areas. Both

regions have been implicated in multisensory processing.

Premotor regions are responsive to auditory, visual, and somato-
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sensory stimuli (Fogassi et al., 1996; Graziano et al., 1994, 1999;

Lemus et al., 2009), and temporal regions are involved in the

cross-modal integration of audiovisual stimuli (Barraclough

et al., 2005; Bushara et al., 2003; Dahl et al., 2009; Maier et al.,

2008; Noesselt et al., 2007; Schneider et al., 2008). Consistent

with this evidence, fluctuations of synchrony within the gamma

network did not only reflect the subjects’ percept of the ambig-

uous stimulus but also predicted interindividual differences in

the cross-modal integration of auditory and visual information.

Enhanced synchronization was specifically associated with the

cross-modally more integrated bounce percept. These results

accord well with recent accounts of cross-modal processing

that emphasize the role of recurrent interactions between pro-

cessing streams traditionally considered as unimodal as well

as between early sensory and higher-order multimodal process-

ing stages (Driver and Noesselt, 2008; Driver and Spence, 2000;

Ghazanfar and Schroeder, 2006; Kayser et al., 2008; Lakatos

et al., 2007; Lewis and Noppeney, 2010; Meredith et al., 2009;

Stein and Meredith, 1993). Our results provide evidence that

long-range synchronization between cortical regions may

mediate such interactions and thus play an important role for

the cross-modal integration of sensory information (Maier

et al., 2008; Senkowski et al., 2008).

Our results reveal a surprising dissociation between local

oscillatory activity and long-range synchronization. The

enhanced long-range beta-synchrony during stimulus process-

ing was contrasted by a profound and widespread suppression

of local beta-band activity. Also, the perceptual effects of long-

range synchrony were not accompanied by corresponding

modulations in local population activity. This indicates that the

frequency-specific synchronization between regions can be

dissociated from their local oscillatory activity. Distant cortical

sites may synchronize their activity in a specific frequency range

without corresponding changes of local population activity.

Our results show that large-scale cortical synchronization is

expressed in widespread but highly structured networks and it

is tightly linked to the perceptual organization of sensory infor-

mation. This adds to a growing body of evidence showing that

large-scale cortical synchronization plays an important role in

various cognitive functions including selective attention (Busch-

man and Miller, 2007; Gregoriou et al., 2009; Saalmann et al.,

2007; Siegel et al., 2008), cross-modal integration (Maier et al.,

2008), decision making (Pesaran et al., 2008), sensorimotor

integration (Bressler et al., 1993; Roelfsema et al., 1997), and

working memory (Palva et al., 2010).

Membrane-potential oscillations establish periodic windows

of enhanced excitability (Haider and McCormick, 2009; Lakatos

et al., 2005). Thus, oscillatory synchronization between presyn-

aptic spikes and such postsynaptic fluctuations may modulate

the efficiency of information transmission (Fries, 2005; Womels-

dorf et al., 2007). The perceptual correlates of long-range

synchronization demonstrated here provide evidence that

such activity may indeed mediate the information flow within

large-scale cortical networks. The disturbances of such large-

scale patterns of synchronization may play an important role in

several brain disorders (Uhlhaas and Singer, 2006). The

cluster-based network identification approach provides a prom-

ising new technique to characterize such synchronized networks
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and to investigate their role in normal and impaired human brain

function.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

Here we provide a brief account of the applied methods. Please see the

Supplemental Experimental Procedures online for full details.

Participants, Stimuli, and Task

EEG recordingswere performed in 24 subjects (12 female; mean age, 25 years;

all right handed). All participants had normal hearing, normal or corrected-to-

normal vision, and had no history of neurological or psychiatric illness.

Subjects were presented with two types of stimulation: an audiovisual stimulus

(500 trials) and a subsequent visual-only control stimulus (100 trials). Visual

stimulation was identical as described in Figure 1 (size of bars, 5� 3 0.125�

visual angle; starting position at 3.8� eccentricity; velocity of 5�/s), but on
audiovisual trials a click-sound (duration, 20 ms; volume, 60 dB SPL) was

played at the moment of bar overlap via a central loudspeaker. Subjects re-

ported their percept of the ambiguous stimulation via button-press (left and

right thumb) after fixation-cross offset. The percept-response mapping was

counterbalanced across subjects. The study was conducted in accordance

with the Declaration of Helsinki and informed consent was obtained from all

participants prior to the recordings.

Data Acquisition and Preprocessing

We recorded the continuous EEG from 126 scalp sites referenced against the

nose tip. Electrode impedances were kept below 20 kU. For artifact cleaning,

we split the data set into two frequency bands (low frequencies, 4–34 Hz; high

frequencies, 16-250 Hz). While eye movements and heartbeats cause low

frequency artifact, muscle activity induces high-frequency artifact of the

EEG signal. Separating these two artifact regimes allowed for more efficient

artifact detection and removal. After filtering, the data were cut into trials of

2.5 s duration (�1.25 to 1.25 s). Trials with eye movements, eye blinks, or

strong muscle activity were identified by visual inspection and rejected for

both frequency bands. To reduce remaining artifacts (e.g., small eye move-

ments, muscle twitches, and cardiac artifacts), we applied independent

component analysis (Hyvarinen, 1999; Jung et al., 2000), separately for high

and low frequencies, and rejected components that reflected signal artifacts.

The selection of artifact components was based on careful inspection of their

topography, power spectrum, and relation to the temporal structure of the

experiment (mean ± SD number of rejected components: high frequency,

38 ± 10.5; low frequency, 14.5 ± 8.2). Preprocessing resulted in 179 ± 38.3

(mean ± SD) bounce trials and 167 ± 39.6 (mean ± SD) pass trials per subject.

For all analyses, we recombined the data of the low- and high-frequency

bands after the transformation to the frequency domain. To control for poten-

tial microsaccade artifacts (Yuval-Greenberg et al., 2008), we repeated all

tests for coherence modulations within the identified cortical networks (see

below) after removing data that were confounded by microsaccades (EOG

based detection; Keren et al., 2010).

Spectral Analysis

All spectral estimates were performed using the multitaper method based on

discrete prolate spheroidal (slepian) sequences (Mitra and Pesaran, 1999;

Thomson, 1982). The mean frequencies and bandwidth of experimentally

observed brain oscillations typically follow a linear progression on a logarithmic

scale (Buzsaki and Draguhn, 2004). Accordingly, we computed spectral

estimates across 23 logarithmically scaled frequencies from 4 to 181 Hz

(0.25 octave steps) and across 23 points in time from�1.1 to 1.1 s (0.1 s steps).

We adjusted the temporal and spectral smoothing using themultitapermethod

to match �250 ms and 3/4 octave, respectively. For frequencies R16 Hz, we

used temporal windows of 250 ms and adjusted the number of slepian tapers

to approximate a spectral smoothing of 3/4 octave. For frequencies <16 Hz,

we adjusted the time window to yield a frequency smoothing of 3/4 octaves

with a single taper. We characterized power and coherence response relative

to the prestimulus baseline using the bin at t =�0.9 s as a baseline for frequen-

cies >5 Hz. For the lowest frequencies of 4 Hz and 4.8 Hz, we used baseline
bins at t = �0.7 and t = �0.8 s, respectively, to keep the large temporal

windows for the frequency transform within the range of the preprocessed

data. For frequencies above and below 25 Hz, we computed the frequency

transform on the basis of the high- and low-frequency data, respectively.

We then continued the analysis across the combined spectral data. The

employed time frequency transformation ensured a homogenous sampling

and smoothing in time and frequency, as required for subsequent clustering

within this space (see below).

Source Analysis

We used adaptive linear spatial filtering (‘‘beamforming’’’ Gross et al., 2001;

Van Veen et al., 1997) to estimate the spectral amplitude and phase of neural

population signals at the cortical source level. In short, for each time,

frequency, and source location, three orthogonal filters (one for each spatial

dimension) were computed that pass activity from the location of interest

with unit gain, while maximally suppressing activity from all other sources.

We linearly combined the three filters to a single filter in the direction of

maximal variance. To derive the complex source estimates, we multiplied

the complex frequency domain data with the real-valued filter. The adaptive

filter could induce spurious effects when comparing conditions. To avoid

this, each trial was passed through a filter that was derived from the same

amount of data from both conditions. We estimated cortical activity at

400 source locations that homogeneously covered the space below the elec-

trodes at approximately 1 cm beneath the skull and a spacing of 1 cm. This

coverage is well adapted to the spatial resolution of EEG and samples sources

relatively close to the sensors with a high signal-to-noise ratio. To derive the

leadfields (physical forward model), we first constructed a boundary element

head model from the segmented MNI template brain. We then averaged the

electrode positions measured in seven subjects and mapped these average

positions to MNI space. Finally, we transformed the head model and electrode

positions into the subjects’ individual head space based on individual T1-

weighted structural magnetic resonance images (MRI) and derived the lead-

field in the subjects’ space. We used the generic MNI-based leadfield for

four of 24 subjects for whom no MRI was available.

It should be noted that high source correlations can reduce source ampli-

tudes estimated with beamforming due to source cancellation (Van Veen

et al., 1997). This may, in turn, affect the magnitude of cortico-cortical coher-

ence estimates. However, in the range of physiological source-correlations

(Leopold et al., 2003), this does not prevent the identification of cortico-cortical

coherence using beamforming (Gross et al., 2001; Kujala et al., 2008). More-

over, although source-cancelation may affect the magnitude of, and reduce

the sensitivity to detect coherence, it may not lead to false positive results.

Coherence Analysis

We estimated ‘‘coherence’’ to quantify the frequency-dependent synchroniza-

tion between pairs of signals. Coherence quantifies the consistency of the

phase and amplitude relation between two signals across repetitions. To esti-

mate coherence on the single-trial level, we computed single-trial coherence

pseudovalues (STCP, Jarvis and Mitra, 2001; Womelsdorf et al., 2006). Coher-

ence is positively biased with decreasing number of independent spectral

estimates (degrees of freedom). Thus, for all comparisons, we stratified the

sample size and used the same number of trials for both conditions. The distri-

bution of coherence values is highly non-Gaussian, violating the assumption of

many parametrical tests. Thus, before statistical testing, we applied a nonlinear

transform (Jarvis and Mitra, 2001) that renders the distribution approximately

Gaussian. To ensure that changes in coherence reflected changes in phase

consistency, rather than changes in signal amplitude, we retested all central

results based on the phase-locking value (Lachaux et al., 1999).

Identification of Synchronized Networks

The general idea of our network identification approach can be summarized as

follows: An interaction between two cortical areas can be formalized as a point

in a six-dimensional space, consisting of the three-dimensional spatial coordi-

nates of both areas. This interaction can extend into additional dimensions

(e.g., time and frequency) increasing the total dimensionality of the connection

space (e.g., to eight dimensions). In our approach, identifying significant inter-

action networks is equivalent to identifying continuous clusters within this
Neuron 69, 387–396, January 27, 2011 ª2011 Elsevier Inc. 393
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high-dimensional space. In other words, a network is a cluster of interactions

that extends continuously across pairwise space and possible additional

dimensions (e.g., time and frequency). To identify such clusters, we threshold

the modulation of a neuronal interactionmeasure for each bin across the entire

connection space, apply spatial filtering to the thresholded data, identify

continuous clusters above the threshold, and evaluate their significance using

a random permutation statistics that accounts for multiple comparisons

across the interaction space. Cortical networks with many nodes may result

in the identification of several spatially overlapping clusters. Such fragmenta-

tion depends in particular on the signal-to-noise ratio of the interaction

measure at hand and the strength of applied neighborhood filtering. Thus,

assembling overlapping clusters into larger clusters may optionally follow

the cluster-identification step. For the present data, no overlapping clusters

were identified.

We applied the network-identification approach to source-level coherence

estimated from scalp-EEG as a function of time and frequency: In a first

step, we computed coherence between all pairs of sources (400 3 400), at

each point in time (n = 17; �0.8 to 0.8 in steps of 0.1) and frequency (n = 21;

4 to 128 Hz in steps of 0.25 octaves), and for each subject and condition.

This results in an eight-dimensional space of connections (time3 frequency3

3D space 3 3D space). A single voxel in this space has a ‘‘volume’’ of

0.025 cm63 s3 oct (1 cm33 1 cm33 0.1 s3 0.25 octave). To compare coher-

ence between conditions (bounce versus pass; stimulation versus baseline),

we computed a t-statistic of the difference in z-transformed coherence

between conditions across subjects (random effects statistic). We thresholded

the t-statistic at p = 0.01, resulting in a binary matrix with 0 for ‘‘smaller than

threshold’’ (‘‘no connection’’) and 1 for ‘‘larger than threshold’’ (‘‘connection’’).

We then performed a neighborhood filtering (filter parameter, 0.5) by removing

each connection that has a fraction of less than 0.5 directly neighboring

connections (i.e., locations that differ by one unit in a single dimension, such

as the same position and frequency but one time step difference). The neigh-

borhood filtering results in a low-pass filtering of the connection-space and

removes spurious bridges between connection clusters. We identified clusters

in the eight-dimensional connection space as groups of connections that are

linked through direct neighborhood relations (neighboring voxels with 1).

Such a cluster corresponds to a network of cortical regions with different

synchronization between conditions that is continuous across time, frequency,

and pairwise space. For each cluster, we defined its size as the integral of the

t-scores (condition difference) across the volume of the cluster and tested its

statistical significance using a permutation statistic. We repeated the cluster

identification 104 times (starting with the t-statistic between conditions) with

shuffled condition labels to create an empirical distribution of cluster sizes

under the null-hypothesis of no difference between conditions. The null-distri-

bution was constructed from the largest clusters (two-tailed) of each resample

therefore accounting for multiple comparisons (Nichols and Holmes, 2002). To

optimize statistical sensitivity, we applied a Holm-correction (Holm, 1979): If

a significant cluster was found, we removed the most significant cluster

from the eight-dimensional space and repeated the analysis until no significant

cluster remained.

To identify functional modulations of local rhythmic population activity, we

modified our analysis approach to test for significant changes in source-level

power: We compared signal power at all source locations (400) and at each

point in time and frequency (17 3 21) between conditions (stimulation versus

baseline; bounce versus pass). We then proceeded as for source-level coher-

ence, but without neighborhood filtering. This resulted in clusters that repre-

sent significant changes in signal power across space, time, and frequency.

We compared conditions using both random effects (across subjects) and

fixed effects (pooled across subjects) statistics.

Illustration of Identified Networks

To visualize the identified networks we separately projected them onto

different subspaces. To display the spatial extent (Figures 3A and 4A), we

computed for each location the integral of the corresponding cluster in the

connection space over time, frequency, and target locations. This integral

was then displayed on the brain surface. This visualization reveals the spatial

extent of the network independent of its intrinsic synchronization structure and

location in time and frequency. Complementary to the spatial projection, we
394 Neuron 69, 387–396, January 27, 2011 ª2011 Elsevier Inc.
visualized the spectro-temporal projection (Figures 3B and 4B) by integration

over all spatial locations (3D 3 3D). This projection shows when and at which

frequencies a cluster was active irrespective of the spatial location of

synchronization.

Further Analyses of Identified Networks

To analyze further properties of a network (modulations in power, other coher-

ence contrasts, and single-trial analysis), we proceeded as follows: To account

for interindividual differences, for each subject, we identified the connections

within the network that were statistically significant (we computed t-statistics

for each connection in the cluster between conditions using STCP; p < 0.05,

one tailed). We averaged the property of interest (e.g., signal power) across

each subject’s significant connections and used the resulting values for further

analyses and tests. Importantly, the statistical sensitivity of these secondary

tests is much higher than for the initial network-identification. The network-

identification accounts for a massive multiple-comparison problem, whereas

the secondary analyses use only a single test. This explains why the beta

network differs between bounce and pass trials, as shown by a secondary

analysis, but is not identified in the less sensitive network identification based

on the bounce versus pass contrast.

To analyze the synchronization pattern of the beta network (Figures 3C and

3E), we defined seven regions of interest (ROIs) in source space (Table S1). We

selected sources that constitute a local maximum in the spatial network

pattern and summed the connections between any two ROIs in the network.

For each connection between two ROIs, the result was normalized by the

maximum across all ROI-pairs, thresholded at 0.1, and visualized as the width

of lines connecting the ROIs on the brain surface.

ROC Analysis

We used ROC analysis to test whether coherence within a network predicted

the subjects’ percept on a single-trial level (Green and Swets, 1966). We

computed a predictive index that approximates the probability with which

an ideal observer can predict the percept from the coherence on a single trial.

For each subject, the predictive index was estimated as the area under the

ROC curve for the distributions of single-trial coherence for bounce and

pass trials. We tested for significant deviation of the predictive index from

chance level (0.5) using a permutation test (104 permutations) (Nichols and

Holmes, 2002).

Analysis Software

All data analyses were performed in Matlab (MathWorks, Natick, MA) and C

with custom software and several open source Matlab-toolboxes: Fieldtrip

(http://www.ru.nl/fcdonders/fieldtrip/), SPM2 (http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/

spm/), and FastICA (http://www.cis.hut.fi/projects/ica/fastica/).

SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION

Supplemental Information includes four figures, one table, and Supplemental

Experimental Procedures and can be found with this article online at doi:10.
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